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Abstract 

Nowadays, explosive growing the resources with 

Myanmar language on the Internet, the information 

retrieval (IR) for Myanmar web pages has increasingly 

important.The proposed system presents an effective 

semantic retrieval approach based on parallel Self 

Organizing Map (SOM), which uses document 

associationinstead of Euclidian distance in distance 

calculation, and GloVe (Global Vector for Word 

Representation) for word co-occurrence. The Self 

Organizing Map (SOM) has been a promising method for 

document clustering and word sense disambiguation. This 

approach uses the parallel training the separate parts of 

SOM for document clustering, then combine, and re-

cluster the documents.During the training of the parts of 

SOM, global vector is used for appearance of word co-

occurrence and then combines the word categories based 

on semantic sense.Although many researchers have 

researched the various semantic information retrieval 

approaches, they have not yet adapted to retrieve the 

semantic information of Myanmar words and sentences. 

This approach can retrieve most semantically relevant 

web documents. This does not take too long time for SOM 

training because of parallel GPU approach.   

 

Keywords-Semantic Web, Self-Organizing Map, 

Information Retrieval. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

The World Wide Web serves the vastly distributed 

information services for every kind of information such as 

news, advertisements, blogs, customer relationship 

management, online learning, e-government, e-commerce, 

health services, context awareness services, etc. with 

custom languages. Myanmar language is same as the 

other languages like English. Some words are polysemy 

or homonyms and some words are synonyms. In addition, 

Myanmar words are un-segmented words and the 

delimitation of words is based on the typing of the user. 

Sometimes, the user does not type the word segments 

properly. The well-known search engines segment the 

Myanmar words according to the space delimitation and 

do not consider semantically related Myanmar words. 

They cannot retrieve the user-satisfied result. They 

retrieve a large number of irrelevant documents that are 

unable to meet the user's request. Analyzing the semantic 

meaning of words in user’s query performs semantic 

information retrieval. The proposed system focuses on the 

Myanmar web pages for retrieving most relevant results. 

There have been several researches applying Self 

Organizing Maps (SOMs) for word sense disambiguation 

[10], web log clustering [4, 5], document clustering and 

information retrieval [1, 3, 6, 7, and 10]. The Self-

Organizing Feature Map (SOFM or SOM) is a clustering 

and data visualization technique based on a neural 

network proposed by Teuvo Kohonen [18, 19]. SOM is a 

model of unsupervised machine learning and an adaptive 

knowledge representation scheme. SOM consists of 

components called nodes or neurons. Associated with 

each node is a weight vector of the same dimension as the 

input data vectors and a position in the map space. The 

usual arrangement of nodes is a two-dimensional regular 

spacing in a hexagonal or rectangular grid. The self-

organizing map describes a mapping from a higher 

dimensional input space to a lower dimensional map 

space. The procedure for placing a vector from data space 

onto the map is to find the node with the closest (smallest 

distance metric) weight vector to the data space vector 

[3]. 

The previous SOM based clustering approaches can 

organize the document map from word category [21] or 

WordNet [17] and enhance the information retrieval [10, 

21]. Most of them are not consider for the semantic 

relation of words or words co-occurrence. They use one 

SOM for training the whole document collection and it 

takes huge amount of time and memory. Separating the 

parts of SOM and running in parallel [15] is the more 

promising approach for training the document collection. 

For those purpose of word representation, word vector 

approaches such as SVD based methods, continuous bag 

of words (CBOW), Skip-Gram, and Global Vectors 

(GloVe) [9]. The previous approaches are not convenient 

for the semantic meaning of the Myanmar words in the 

query and the documents very well. The proposed 

MyanSem method provides a deep SOM with GloVe for 

the retrieval of Myanmar documents. 

 

2. Related Work 
 

Pushpa et al. compared web page recommendation 

systems using K-means and Self Organizing Map [3]. 
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Both the methods used historical browsers data for search 

key words and provided users with most relevant web 

pages. All users’ click-through activity such as number of 

times he visited, duration he spent, and several other 

variables were stored in database. These systems used this 

database and process to cluster and rank them. The 

obtained results showed that the Self Organizing Map 

technique produced the most relevant results for a 

particular query word compared to K-means technique. 

Tarek F. Gharib, et al. proposed the semantic text 

document clustering approach that using WordNet lexical 

and Self Organizing Maps [17]. This approach used the 

WordNet to identify the importance concepts in the 

document. The SOM is used to enhance the effectiveness 

of document clustering algorithms. This approach took 

the advantages of the semantics available in knowledge 

base and the relationship between the words in the input 

documents. They have two reasons for using SOM that it 

is topologically preserving and clustering is performed 

non- linearly on the given input data sets. The 

topologically preserving property allows the SOM applied 

to document clustering, to group similar documents 

together in a cluster and organize similar clusters close 

together unlike most other clustering methods. 

Xia Lin [21] proposed a Self-Organizing semantic map 

for retrieval of AI literature. The purpose of this system 

was to conceptualize art information retrieval approach, 

which used traditional search techniques as information 

filters and the semantic map as a browsing aid to support 

ordering, linking, and browsing information gathered by 

the filters. 

Peter Gajdos and Pavel Moravec presented a simple 

modification of classic Kohonen SOM; they called 

Global-Merged SOM. Their approach allowed parallel 

processing of input data vectors or partitioning the 

problem for all vectors from the training in reducing the 

memory consuming. The set of input vectors is divided 

into a given number of parts. The classic SOM is applied 

on every part. In the final phase, pre-selected potential 

centroids of data clusters are used as weight vector. Their 

algorithm can utilized the power of batch processing in all 

inner parts (PSOM) [15]. 

 

3. The Proposed System 
 

The focus of the MyanSeM method is to cluster 

Myanmar document collections using parallel SOM, in 

order to consider dimension reduction by finding word 

co-occurrence based on global vector [9]. The proposed 

method also addressed for the polysemy words of the 

query sentence choosing the correct sense. 

 

3.1. Preprocessing 
 

First, the information retrieval systems make the 

preprocessing for the crawled web pages such as 

removing HTML tagsand identifyingthe main content 

blocks. After removing HTML tags, the preprocessing 

tasks such as stopword removal, stemming, and handling 

of digits, hyphens, punctuations are also required [2]. 

Myanmar language is un-segmented language like 

Chinese, Japanese, and Thai. The tokenization or 

segmentation process is more difficult than space-

delimited languages like English. The part of speech 

tagging of Myanmar words based on the corpus or lexicon 

is needed for constructing the term-document vector.The 

system also segments the query sentence to terms or 

words. A document in the vector space model [2] is 

represented as a weight vector, in which each component 

weight is computed based on some variation of TF (Term 

Frequency) and TF-IDF (Term Frequency-Inverse 

Document Frequency) scheme. In this paper, we do not 

explain detail about pre-processing and word 

segmentation. 

 

3.2. Self-Organizing Map 
 

Self-organization map (SOM) is an unsupervised 

learning method where the neural network organizes itself 

to form useful information [12]. Kohonen innovated this 

principle of topographic map formation [18, 19]. The 

SOM uses a set of neurons, regularly arranged in one 

dimension or two dimension rectangular or hexagonal 

grid, to form a discrete topological mapping of an input 

space. The architecture of two-dimensional hexagonal 

grid Kohonen self-organizing map is illustrated in Figure 

1. 

Figure. 1  Architecture of Self-organizing 
map 

Continuous input values are presented sequentially in 

time through the input layer, without specifying the 

desired output. Each pattern is represented in the form of 

a vector, x = (x1, x2, ..., xn). Computational procedures of 

SOM [20] are summarized as follows:  

Step 0. Initialize 

- Small real random values to weights, wijfor i = 1 to n 

and j = 1 to m.  

.

 

.

 

. 

Input Layer: Each node represents a document 

that contains N terms 

Winning neuron Neighbor neurons 
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- A neighborhood parameter, h and a learning rate, α, 

where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 

Step 1. Enter a new input vector, x = (x1, x2, ..., xn), to the 

input layer. 

Step 2. Select winner neuron with the smallest distance to 

x. 

Step 3. Modify Weights. 

- Adjust the winner and its neighbors’ weights according 

to the following formula: 

   wj(t+1) = wj(t) + α(x(t) - wj(t)) 

Step 4. Update learning rate α. Slowly reduce radius r at 

specified iterations. 

Step 5. Continue from Step 1 to 4 until weights have 

stabilized. 

The SOM algorithm always converges to a solution, 

i.e., that each of the winner weight vectors of the map 

converges to the mean of the data vectors for which it has 

been a winner, in a finite number of steps [18,19]. 

 

3.3. GloVe for Word Representation 
 

In the GloVe model [9], the global corpus statistics are 

captured directly by the model. Let the matrix of word-

word co-occurrence counts be denoted by X, whose 

entries Xij tabulate the number of times word j occurs in 

the context of word i. Let Xi = ∑k Xik be the number of 

times any word appears in the context of word i. Finally, 

let Pij =P(j|i)= Xij /Xi be the probability that word j appear 

in the context of word i [9]. The simple example of 

Myanmar word co-occurrence probabilities is shown in 

Table 1. 

 

Table. 1 Co-Occurrence Probabilities for Target 

Words တ ူ(hammer) and သတ ်(kill) with Selected 

Context Words ထ ု(beat), ရ ုက(်strike), စ ား(eat) and 

တတ ်စပ် (relate) 

Probability 

and Ratio 
k = ထ ု k = ရ ုက် k = သေ k = 

သ  ်စ ပ် 

P(k|  ူ ) 3.4 × 10-

3 

1.5 × 

10-4 

0.3 × 

10-4 

1.7 × 10-4 

P(k| ေ  ်) 2.9 × 10-

3 

1.7 × 

10-4 

4.1 × 

10-4 

2.1 × 10-5 

P(k|  ူ )/  
P(k|ေ  ်) 

1.17 0.88 7.3 × 

10-2 

8.1 

 
Consider two words i and j that exhibit a particular 

aspect of interest. The relationship of these words 

(တ[ူhammer or chopstick],သတ်[kill],ထ[ုbeat], 

ရ ုက[်strike],စ ား[eat],တတ ်စပ် [relate]) can be examined by 

studying the ratio of their co-occurrence probabilities with 

various probe words, k. After doing vector difference, the 

highest occurrence probability ratio of words i, j to other 

work k is point out. For words k related to   ူbut not ေ ်, 

say k = တတ ်စပ်, we expect the ratio Pik/ Pjk will be large. 

Similarly, for words k related to သတ ်but not တ,ူ say k = 

တသ, the ratio should be small. For words k like ထ ု or 

ရ ုက,်either these are related to both   ူ and သတ,် or to 

neither, the ratio should be closeto one. 

Theratio Pik /Pjk depends on three words i, j, and k,the 

most general model takes the form,F(wi ,wj , �̅�k )= Pik / 

Pjk 

where w ∈ℝd are word vectors and �̅�∈ℝd are separate 

context word vectors. 

We trained our model on one lexicon based on 100 

Myanmar news, commercial and blog web sites with 1 

million tokens. We tokenizeand build a vocabulary of the 

1000 most frequent words and then construct a matrix of 

co-occurrence counts. Currently, we omit the name entity 

recognition.  

 

3.4. MyanSeM Algorithm 
 

The proposed algorithm has two phases: Training 

phase and Query phase. In the training phase, it provides 

the clustering of Myanmar documents into related groups 

by caring the semantic categories and co-occurrence of 

words. In the query phase, it considers the semantic sense 

of the query sentence, maps to the most related clusters 

and retrieves the most relevant web pages. 

Let T is the term vector and T ∈  tj, where j = 1 to N. N 

is the number of terms in the document collection (D) and 

D∈ diwhere direpresents each document and i = 1 to M. M 

is the number of documents. Each term (Myanmar word) 

comes from the Myanmar Lexicon that includes the 

Myanmar word, Myanmar meaning (definition), and 

English meaning and example Myanmar sentences of all 

homonyms. Term-document matrix is filled with weights 

of terms in each document. 

SOM is composed of neurons that are also called 

nodes. Each node represents one document (di). Weight 

vector of each document di = [w1, w2, …, wn]. Each 

weight wjof term j in document i represents TF(term 

frequency) * IDF (inverse document frequency) [2]. 

The proposed approach uses the two-dimensional 

hexagon shape SOM. In this approach, we use parallel 

SOM based on GPU-based SOM [15] that divides the 

document vector into parts of the vector. The collection of 

document D is divided into P number of parts. One part 

contains K number of documents.The partition of 

document collection is based on the number of documents 

in the collection.In the sample test in Section 4, we divide 

four partition (P) on 100 documents and 25 documents in 

each partition. 

The stepbystep procedure for MyanSem algorithm is 

as follows: 
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[Training Phase] 

Step 1: SOM with GloVe 

– Train SOM for clustering documents within P partition 

– Choose one document d among K documents randomly 

as an input vector. 

– Find the most associate document di∈  K, i = 1 to K. 

Association of two documents:  
∣𝑑 ∩ 𝑑𝑖∣

∣𝑑∣
 

 where 

∣ 𝑑 ∩  𝑑𝑖 ∣ means number of words (terms) contain in 

both document d and di, 

∣ 𝑑 ∣  means the number of words (terms) contain in 

document d.  

– Extract terms that contains in both input document and 

the most associate document are called shared terms S.  

– Construct the Global Vector for those shared terms and 

the other terms that contains separately in two 

documents.  

– Determine co-occurrence words (terms) that have 

highest ratios. Union those term vectors.  

– Train SOM as traditional SOM until convergence for K 

documents. Terms have already reduced by combining 

co-occurrence terms.  

– Compose L number of cluster that contains most 

associate documents. Select the cluster centroids 

(winner) for all L clusters. 

Run Step 1 in parallel for P partitions. 

 

Step 2: Combine the clusters  

– Take one cluster randomly and the centroid node 

(document vector) within this cluster acts as the input 

vector.  

– Train the SOM for all clusters until no changes occur. 

 

[Query Phase] 

Step 3: Sense the Query 

– Construct the query word vector 

– Check the homonyms of words using the Myanmar 

wordnet like lexicon.  

– Construct local co-occurrence vector of query words 

and map to the examples of word in lexicon.  

 
Table. 2 Query Word Co-Occurrence Matrix 

Applies to the Example Sentences in Lexicon 
 

 တ ူ

(hammer) 

ဖြင့်် (with) ထ/ုရ ုက ်

(beat/strike) 

တ ူ

(hammer) 

0 e1, e2 0 

ဖြင့်် 

(with) 

e1, e2 0 e2 

ထ/ုရ ုက ်

(beat/strike) 

0 e2 0 

 

Let consider the simple example query “တဖူြင့််ရ ုက”်. 

The word “တ”ူ has four different meanings (chopstick, 

hammer, relate, same) and the word “ရ ုက”် has a synonym 

“ထ”ု that is already combine in the term vector. The 

examples are e1:“တ ေါကဆ် ွဲက တုဖူြင့််စ ားသည”်, 

e2:“သကံ တုဖူြင့််ထသုည”် and e3:“တတူတ ်စပ်သည်” e4: 

“ဆငတ်သူည”်.  

In the query, word co-occurrence matrix shown in 

table 2, the example sentence of e2 is best match with the 

query. So, the correct sense of word (hammer) is selected. 

 

Step 4: Map the Query to the document clusters 

– The query vector enters as the input vector. The words 

that are not contains in the query sentence are filled 

with zero.  

– Calculate the document similarity or association 

between the query vector and the cluster centroids.  

– Choose the best match cluster and rank the documents 

within this cluster using query co-occurrence matrix 

applying these documents. 

 

4. Discussion 

 

We collect the 100 documents for training and the 

example sentences are shown in Figure 2. There are 50 

total vocabulary (terms) used in the documents. The 50 × 

100 document-term vector is separated into four 50 × 25 

vectors. First we trains the SOM on first 50 × 25 vector 

with some epochs and construct the global vector for 

words (terms) within each cluster. Then we can reduce the 

25 terms to 20 terms that have high co-occurrence 

probability. Then, we continue to train the SOM for 50 × 

20 vector. As the above mentioned, we apply four SOM 

parallel and then combine after running the SOM until it 

reaches convergent. Finally, the semantically related 

documents are placed together within the same cluster. 

The sample clusters are shown in Figure 3. 

When the user enters the query “တူဖြင့််ရ ုက”်, first we 

determine the correct sense of every word in the query 

sentence as mentioned in Step 3. The query enters as an 

input to the combined SOM and chooses the winner and 

neighbors as the query results. We use the cosine of the 

angle (cosine similarity)[2] as the distance measure for 

choosing the winner of SOM as follows: 
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Assume that q is the query vector q and djis the document 

vector, which is the centroid of each cluster. Most similar 

cluster centroid (winner node of SOM cluster) is selected. 

Finally, we construct the word vector of the query words 

(terms) and words (terms) in the documents within the 

winner cluster. The result of the above query is shown in 

Figure 4. 

 

d1 ကတ ားသည ်တ ေါက်ဆ ွဲက ု တနူငှ့် ်မစ ားတတ်ပွဲ ဖြစတ်ေသည ်

2 ဂျပေ ်ူမျ  ားမျ ားသည ်ထမငာ်းက ု တူဖြင့် ်စ ားတသ  အမူအကျင့် ်

ရှ သည ်

d3 တရုတ ်ူမျ  ားမျ ားသည ်တူ ဖြင့် ်စ ားတသ  အတ ့်အထ 

ရှ ကကသည ်

d4 တကူ ု ဝေါားဖြင့် ်ဖပ  ုပ်သည ်

d5 တူဖြင့် ်မတသမ ျငာ်း ထသုတ် ွဲ့်တသ   သူတ်သမ ားက ု 

တထ င ်ျ ွဲ့်သည ်

d6 ပော်းပွဲသမ ားသည ်သကံ ု တူဖြင့် ်ထ၍ု လ ိုရာ ပ ိုဖ ာော်သညော် 

d7 ြ ားက ု တူဖြင့် ်ရ ုက်သတ်သည ်

d8 ဖမဖမသည ်တ ေါက်ဆ ွဲက ု တူဖြင့် ်စ ားတ ့်ရှ သည ်

d9 သကံ ု တူဖြင့် ်ရ ုက်တေသည ်

d10 သ ူပစ ် ုက်တသ  တူတ ျ ငာ်းသည ်ေရံံတ င ်စ ကု်သ  ားသည ်

d11 သမူတ င ်တူနစှတ်  က် ရှ သည ်

d12 သမူတ ု ့် ညအီစမ်သည ်ရုပ်ဆငာ်း တူသည ်

d13 သမူသည ်ေ မညတ်ကျ ် မငာ်းသမီားနငှ့် ်ရုပ် ျငာ်းဆငသ်ည ်

d14 သမူသည ်အမျ  ားသ ားက ု တူဖြင့် ်ထသုတ် ွဲ့်သည ်

d15 သသူည ် ုားဝင ် သကူ ု တူဖြင့် ်ထသုတ ် ကု်သည ်

d16 သသူည ်အတြနငှ့် ်ရုပ် ျငာ်း တူသည ်

d17 အဖမ  နစှတ်  က်သည ်ရုပ်ဆငာ်း  ျွတ်စ ပ်တူသည ်

d18 အ မ်တဖမ ငက် ု တူဖြင့် ်ထသုတ်မ သည ်

d19 တမ ငတ်မ ငသ်ည ်ဖမဖမ၏  တတူတ ်သည ်

d20 ကကြူကကြူသည ်အတမနငှ့် ်ရုပ် ျငာ်းဆငသ်ည ်

 
Figure. 2.Document Collection for Case Study 

 

Figure. 2  Sample Clusters for 20 Documents 

 
For the evaluation, the F-measure is computed as 

follows: 

F = 2 * ((Precision * Recall) / (Precision + Recall)) 

 

 
The F-measure for three approaches is illustrated in Figure 

5. The preliminary result shows that the proposed approach 

can retrieve more relevant Myanmar web documents. 

However, the evaluation in figure 5 is based on sample 

data and we plan to test with huge Myanmar document 

collection with large Myanmar lexicon like WordNet. 

Figure. 4. Result of the query “တဖူြင့််ရ ုက”် 

 
1: Myanmar Information Retrieval with no semantic 

information 

2: Traditional SOM Clustering 

3: SOM with GloVe 

 

Figure. 5. F-Measure of Three Approaches 
 

In addition, the traditional recall measure has problem 

that concerns the impossibility of collecting exhaustive 

relevance judgments in a realistically large document set. 

Any potentially relevant document has not been missed 

when making relevance judgments because judges would 

have to go through the entire document set of nearly a 

million documents, which is infeasible [16]. Therefore, 

wewill use the pooling method to evaluate the proposed 

system in future. The document pool to be manually 

d1, d2, 

d3, d4, 

d8, d10 

Cluster 1 

d5, d6, 

d7, d9, 

d14, d15, 

d18 

Cluster 2 

d11, 

d19,  

Cluster 3 

d12, d13, 

d16, d17, 

d20 

Cluster 4 

d9 သကံ ု တူဖြင့် ်ရ ုက်တေသည ်

d18  အ မ်တဖမ ငက် ု တူဖြင့် ်ထသုတ်မ သည ်

d7 ြ ားက ု တူဖြင့် ်ရ ုက်သတ်သည ် 

d14 သမူသည ်အမျ  ားသ ားက ု တူဖြင့် ်ထသုတ် ွဲ့်သည ်

d15 သသူည ်  ုားဝင ် သကူ ု တူဖြင့် ်ထသုတ ် ကု်သည ်

d5 တူဖြင့် ်မတသမ ျငာ်း ထသုတ် ွဲ့်တသ   သူတ်သမ ားက ု တထ င ်ျ ွဲ့်သည ်

d6 ပော်းပွဲသမ ားသည ်သကံ ု တူဖြင့် ်ထ၍ု လ ိုရာ ပ ိုဖ ာော်သညော် 
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judged is constructed by putting together the top N 

retrieval results from a set of n systems [16].As the future 

work, we will evaluate and prove the result of the 

proposed approach by comparing traditional SOM 

clustering approach. 
 

5. Conclusion  

Although the semantic information retrieval for many 

languages have been improved, semantic information 

retrieval for Myanmar language still needs more 

researches. In this paper, we propose the novel algorithm 

MyanSem that is based on the parallel SOM with GloVe. 

This approach also modifies the distance calculation of 

SOM to appropriate the document association. GloVe is 

the word representation model that determine the words 

co-occurrence. This system provides the semantic 

information retrieval for Myanmar web pages. Therefore, 

the proposed system can retrieve the most relevant pages 

that meet the user-satisfied results. It can remove the 

irrelevant, meaningless pages or advertisement pages 

from the query result. 
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